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New Media and Politics in Bulgaria:  
Outcome Postponed

by Orlin Spassov, Sofia University

To better understand the relationship be-
tween the internet and politics in Bulgaria, 

we have to start by noting that there are two 
main trends in collective action today, which 
are often in conflict.
The first trend is associated with a decline in 
social engagement at many levels. After the 
end of socialism, the collectivist mindset was 
quickly stigmatized and loudly condemned 
as the new values associated with individu-
alism and the market captured politics and 
the imagination of most Bulgarians. An ide-
ology of the ‘every-man-for-himself’ type be-
came dominant and largely undermined pos-
sibilities for a more collective type of action, 
especially at the higher levels of social soli-
darity. This new pragmatic, market-centred 
ideology encouraged more consumerist than 
civic-minded behaviours.1 Against this back-
ground, internet use itself (in 2012, by about 
57% of the population in Bulgaria2) has long 
since stopped being a self-evident sign of be-
longing to civil society. Even the most active 
internet users are often socially and civically 
disengaged and passive, preferring to use the 
new media for other purposes.
The second, opposite, trend is associated with 
numerous examples of growing activism in 
cyberspace. This is an attempt to reduce the 
alienating effects of market individualism, and 

1  This problem is discussed extensively in 
Ditchev, Ivaylo and Spassov, Orlin (eds.), Novite 
mladi i novite medii (New Young People and New 
Media). Open Society Institute, Sofia, 2009.
2  See Institute of Social Surveys and 
Marketing MBMD, ‘Situatsiyata na mediyniya 
pazar v nachaloto na 2012 g. – presa, televiziya, 
internet’ (‘State of the [Bulgarian] Media Market at 
the Beginning of 2012: Press, Television, Internet’), 
http://www.mbmd.net/ (accessed 21 May 2012). 
According to this survey, 90% of the Bulgarians 
who have internet access use it every day or at least 
two or three times a week.

hence, some effects of globalization related to 
the excessive fragmentation of society. To a 
large extent, such practices are also a response 
to the weakening of the State and of politi-
cal parties, which are increasingly abdicating 
many of their traditional social duties and 
responsibilities and shifting them onto civil 
society.3 The motives for this activism may 
be very different or even opposite. For conve-
nience, we may distinguish two main types of 
mobilizations that widely use online tools to 
achieve their ends. The first type involves mo-
bilizations around nationalist causes, while 
the second is pro-active and it is realized in 
the practice of various environmental protec-
tion movements, internet freedom activists, 
and the like.

Between Nationalism and Defence of the 
Internet

There is a clear consolidation based on rising 
nationalism, xenophobia and inter-ethnic con-
frontation. Here mobilizations have led to the 
growing stratification of Bulgarian society and 
declining communication between the sepa-
rate ‘diverging’ groups. Such mobilizations 
usually seek to keep and defend a particular 
status quo. People mobilize because they feel 
that some aspect of their unique identity (re-
lated to their origins, language, territory, and 
so on) is under threat.4 Thus, for example, the 

3  For detailed analyses of this process, see 
Ditchev, Ivaylo and Spassov, Orlin (eds.), Novi medii 
– novi mobilizatsii (New Media, New Mobilizations). 
Open Society Institute, Sofia, 2011.
4  For an analysis of contemporary 
nationalist discourse in cyberspace and its role 
in forming a collective identity in Bulgaria, see 
Mineva, Milla, ‘Kolko e vazhno da badesh poroben’ 
(‘The Importance of Being Enslaved’), Seminar_BG, 
No. 7 (2012), http://www.seminar-bg.eu/spisanie-

http://www.mbmd.net/
http://www.seminar-bg.eu/spisanie-seminar-bg/broy7-kiberfolk/item/349-<043A><043E><043B><043A><043E>-<0435>-<0432><0430><0436><043D><043E>-<0434><0430>-<0431><044A><0434><0435><0448>-<043F><043E><0440><043E><0431><0435><043D>.html
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dense network of interlinked nationalist and 
patriotic websites in Bulgaria played an im-
portant role in inciting anti-Roma sentiments 
and riots in 2011 after inter-ethnic clashes in 
the village of Katunitsa caused the death of 
two young men.5 These protests spilled over 
to Facebook, which proved to be a suitable en-
vironment for organizing actions calling for 
violence and disseminating instructions for 
the preparation of Molotov cocktails meant to 
be used in the anti-Roma demonstrations. It 
is telling that the traditional Bulgarian media 
remained much more moderate in their cov-
erage of the conflicts around Katunitsa than 
the internet environment, which is incompa-
rably more susceptible to radicalization and 
in which there are no effective mechanisms of 
self-regulation in cases of hate speech and calls 
for violence.

seminar-bg/broy7-kiberfolk/item/349-колко-е-
важно-да-бъдеш-поробен.html (accessed 24 May 
2012).
5  For an analysis of the roots of the conflict 
in Katunitsa and of its development in 2011, see 
Kirilov, Svetlozar, ‘Edin sotsiolog v Katunitsa – 
kakvo budi etnicheski chudovishta’ (A Sociologist 
in Katunitsa: What Rouses Ethnic Monsters’), 
e-vestnik.bg, 4 October 2011, http://e-vestnik.
bg/12777 (accessed 19 May 2012).

At the same time, there are mobilizations 
whose energy is directed at finding possibili-
ties for social change. Here activism is based 
on more innovative approaches towards prob-
lems. The existence of conflicts is not an obsta-
cle for negotiation with opponents and does 
not lead to the hardening of the divides be-
tween communities. The pressure is focused 
on institutions taking decisions that have un-
desired consequences – in the spheres of the 
environment, protection of animals, internet 
freedoms, and so on. It is hardly a coincidence 
that one of the most successful mobilizations 
in Bulgaria in recent years was in February 
2012, when several thousand people took 
to the streets in Sofia to protest against the 
ratification of the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade 
Agreement (ACTA) by the Bulgarian gov-
ernment after organizing on Facebook. This 
controversial agreement was met with resis-
tance because users feared it threatens to limit 
and criminalize access to free online content. 
Bulgaria launched an ACTA ratification pro-
cedure (parallel with another 22 EU member 
countries) but, following massive street and 
online protests, Economy, Energy and Tour-
ism Minister Traicho Traikov announced that 
‘Bulgaria won’t take any action with regard 
to implementing ACTA, including ratifica-
tion, until there is a unified position of all EU 
member-states.’6

6  See ‘Traicho Traikov: Vinata za 
podpisvaneto na ACTA e moya, da sam chel 
po-dobre’ (‘Traicho Traikov: Blame for Signing 
ACTA Is Mine, I Should’ve Read Better’, dnevnik.
bg, 14 February 2012, http://www.dnevnik.bg/
tehnologii/2012/02/14/1766155_traicho_traikov_
vinata_za_podpisvaneto_na_asta_e_moia/ 
(accessed 19 May 2012).

Fig. 1: September 2011: Online-organized protests over the 
events in the village of Katunitsa  
Source: http://www.vesti.bg/?tid=20&oid=12300&gal
id=58612
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Today both types of mobilization in Bulgaria 
are equally strong and have well-developed 
and influential channels of their own. The 
communication networks of the internet and 
of mobile phones are at the core of a signifi-
cant change in the way protests, demonstra-
tions, pressure groups are organized but also 
– ever more often – in the election campaigns 
of political parties. The important question is 
to what extent those new communication net-
works have the potential not only to transmit 
information but also to influence the character 
of the different campaigns.

An Overview of the 2009 and 2011 Election 
Campaigns

Against the background of the rise of citizen 
activism on specific issues and cases such as 
those noted above, political parties in Bulgaria 
remain – despite their questionable reputation 
in recent years – of key importance in chan-
neling relations between the state and society. 
They are not indifferent to citizen mobiliza-
tions and increasingly identify with them. A 

number of politicians from leading and more 
marginal parties have set up personal profiles 
on social networking sites. Moreover, more 
and more parties are eager to present their 
own policies as a continuation of activities 
launched by civil society. Thus, for example, 
Members of Parliament from ideologically 
opposite parties like the right-wing Union of 
Democratic Forces (SDS) and the left-wing 
Bulgarian Socialist Party (BSP), as well as poli-
ticians from the centrist National Movement 
for Stability and Progress (NDSV), joined the 
civic protests that were organized in 2010 
under the motto ‘Bulgaria Isn’t Big Brother! 
2010 Isn’t 1984!’ by the Electronic Frontier 
non-governmental organization in connection 
with planned amendments to the Electronic 
Communications Act. The amendments in 
question provided for the introduction of an 
‘interface’ granting the Interior Ministry direct 
access to citizens’ personal data. These pro-
tests were also supported by the The Greens 
(Zelenite) party and the United People’s Party 
(ENP). For their part, the 2012 public protests 
against ACTA were widely supported by most 
parties and by all Bulgarian Members of Eu-
ropean Parliament. As a rule parties that use 
the web more actively in their campaigns are 
more inclined to support causes related to in-
ternet freedom. Political parties are learning 
from the experience of citizen movements and 
adjusting it to their practices in order to sur-
vive in the context of competition from politi-
cal ideas coming from outside their own pe-
rimeter of action.
Political parties in Bulgaria already have com-
paratively long experience in using the inter-
net both in election campaigns and in their 
day-to-day work. Here I will look more spe-
cifically at political party mobilization online 
during the last two campaigns: the elections 
for the European Parliament and for the Bul-

Fig. 2: February 2012: Thousands protest against ACTA 
Source: http://bnt.bg/bg/news/view/69879/hiljadi_na_pro-
test_sreshtu_akta_u_nas
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Parties‘ online  
activity in the 
2009 elections

 medium  GERB 39.72 +39.72

Party Votes in  
2009 (%)7

Gain/loss as  
compared to 2005 

elections (%)

high

low

low

high

Coalition for  
Bulgaria

DPS8

Ataka

Blue Coalition

17.70

14.45

9.36

6.76

-13.25

+1.64

+1.22

-7.36

medium

high

RZS9 4.13 +4.13

NDSV 3.02 -16.86

Table 1. Source: http://rezultati.cik2009.bg/results.
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garian National 
Assembly in 
2009, and the 
elections for 
president and 
for local gov-
ernment in 
2011.
The main par-
ties that took 
part in the elec-
tions can be 
provisionally 
divided into 
two groups: 
parties for 
which cam-
paigning online 
was a priority, 
and parties for which this activity was relegat-
ed to the background. Is there a connection, 
then, between the character of campaigns on 
the internet and election outcomes? Is an in-
tense online campaign associated with a better 
performance in elections?
An overview of the results of the 2009 parlia-
mentary elections allows one to draw several 
conclusions.7 First, the average activity of po-
litical parties online coincides in all cases with 
good election results. Second, high party activ-
ity on the internet tends to be correlated with 
serious problems  in parties’ performance in 
elections and is more rarely accompanied by 
certain successes.8 Third, low online activity 
is associated both with certain losses and with 
certain benefits. Here is a comparison in par-
ties’ performance in the 2005 and 2009 parlia-

7      In Bulgaria the threshold for entry into 
parliament is 4% of the votes cast.
 
8 Movement for Rights and Freedoms.

mentary elections and its relation to parties’ 
online activity in 2009 (see Table 1).9

At first sight, those results appear to be some-
what inconsistent. A closer look, however, en-
ables one to see their inner logic. In the case of 
average intensity of the online campaign and 
an absent focus on its interactive character, 
what was actually reproduced on the internet 
was the model of using traditional media. This 
is exactly what a party like Citizens for Europe-
an Development of Bulgaria (GERB, the party 
that won the 2009 elections) did: it entered the 
web as just another channel for disseminating 
information. It merely ‘uploaded’ content that 
was already available in other media. Thus, 
without particular enthusiasm and without 
running risks, its campaign was merely ex-
tended online in order to reach out to people 
who were turning away from traditional me-
dia. The internet was treated pragmatically as 
an ‘old’ media, it was ‘normalized’ and banal-

9 Order, Law and Justice party.

http://rezultati.cik2009.bg/results
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ized as a communication channel. That is also 
why no efforts were made to use online social 
tools. In combination with other factors such 
as the high popularity of the party’s key fig-
ures in the traditional media environment and 
in society, this model at least did not prevent 
success. It was in harmony with the overall 
conservative logic of this type of campaign 
and brought GERB victory even the first time 
the party ran for parliament.10 

The fact that high online activity tended to 
entail loss in the elections merits more seri-
ous consideration. Of course, online activity 
in itself did not cause the bad results. What is 
noteworthy is that even the wider use of so-
cial tools in election campaigns did not have 
a direct effect on the election outcomes which 
remained dependent mainly on factors out-
side the internet. Whatever the parties did on 
the web, those actions cannot be associated 
with success or with particular minimization 
of losses.
The natural conclusion that comes to mind af-
ter everything noted above is that online cam-
paigns in themselves still cannot be decisive 
in any important way in elections in Bulgaria. 
Still, such a conclusion would be too hasty and 
too limited. It is simply that the actions are not 
always directly related to the outcomes and 
therefore cannot be understood through the 
latter.11 This, however, is not to say that parties 
do not benefit from online campaigns. These 
benefits are not direct and they are governed, 

10  The GERB party was founded in 2006.
11  In some cases – especially in those of 
newly established and less popular parties – the lack 
of sufficient financial resources is in itself a motive 
for higher online activity in election campaigns. In 
the 2009 elections, for example, Zelenite conducted 
their campaign almost entirely online. Despite 
their online popularity, Zelenite did not succeed in 
winning seats in parliament.

as we will see below, by another logic. But 
first, a comparison with the efficiency of the 
parallel campaign in traditional media would 
be very revealing. The analysis of available 
data12 clearly shows that better financing of 
traditional campaigns in itself does not guar-
antee electoral success either. Despite the high 
amount of funds invested in political advertis-
ing and campaigning on television, radio and 
the press, parties like the BSP, the Blue Coali-
tion or NDSV suffered serious losses. Howev-
er, with significantly less financing GERB won 
both elections in 2009, while the Ataka party 
performed comparatively well.
During the next election campaign, in 2011, 
those asymmetries became even stronger. 
There were also significant changes in the way 
Bulgarian politicians used cyberspace for the 
purposes of elections. If in 2009 approximate-
ly thirty politicians kept up blogs (albeit on a 
campaign basis), during the next elections in 
2011 the blogger politicians were only about 
a dozen and updated their blogs much more 
rarely. Conversely, the number of politicians 
using Twitter almost doubled.13 This migra-
tion, however, was more a trendy gesture 
meant to demonstrate social-media savviness 
than a truly beneficial practice. The popularity 
of Facebook also grew, especially among the 
presidential candidates. But the discrepancy 
between online support and the final results 

12  National Audit Office of the Republic of 
Bulgaria. Godishni finansovi otcheti na politicheski 
partii za 2009 g. (Annual Financial Reports of 
Political Parties for 2009). See: http://www.bulnao.
government.bg/index.php?p=2400 (accessed 21 
April 2012).
13  Kirova, Marina (2012): ‘How Politicians 
and Citizens Failed to Meet on the Web in 2011’, 
In: Less Freedom, More Conflicts: 2011 Bulgarian 
Media Monitoring, Foundation Media Democracy, 
Sofia. See http://www.fmd.bg/?p=6513 (accessed 27 
April 2012). 
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remained symptomatic. The ‘win-
ner’ on Facebook, Svetoslav Vitkov, 
won 15 000 votes in support of his 
candidacy online but came in a very 
poor eighth in the real-life elections. 
The second most popular candidate 
on Facebook, Meglena Kuneva, who 
had more than 12 000 Facebook fans, 
finished third in the elections. A can-
didate with significantly less support 
on Facebook, Rosen Plevneliev (some 
4000 fans), won the presidential elec-
tions, while the candidate with the 
least online support, Ivaylo Kalfin, 
who had just 2000 Facebook fans, came 
in second in the presidential race after 
running in the second round against 
Plevneliev.14

Despite the activities of the individual presi-
dential candidates on Facebook, the party that 
won both the presidential and local govern-
ment elections in 2011, GERB, refused to use 
Facebook, claiming that ‘this isn’t Obama’s 
campaign, the reality here is very different’.15 
Instead, GERB launched its own interactive 
election campaign website which, however, 
was more like a news feed about its campaign 
and did not win wide popularity.
Against the background of those, on the whole 

14  Alexandrova, Eli (2012): ‘Facebook 2011: 
Elections in Troubled Times’, In: Less Freedom, 
More Conflicts: 2011 Bulgarian Media Monitoring, 
Foundation Media Democracy, Sofia. See http://
www.fmd.bg/?p=6510 (accessed 17 April 2012).
15  Elen Gerdzhikov: Nyama da e Borisov. 
Obshtinskiyat savetnik ot GERB pred Vesti.bg 
za novata sotsialna mrezha, koyato GERB pusna 
v predizbornata kamaniya (Elen Gerdzhikov: It 
Won’t Be Borisov. The Municipal Councillor from 
GERB talks to Vesti.bg about the new social network 
released by GERB in the election campaign) (19 
August 2011). See: http://www.vesti.bg/index.
phtml?tid=40&oid=4048811 (accessed 11 May 2012).

not particularly convincing forms of political 
party presence on the internet, the online po-
litical activity of citizens increased during the 
2011 election campaign. Whereas the number 
of blogger politicians fell sharply, the num-
ber and influence of citizen blogs devoted to 
politics grew. As some analysts note, ‘Bulgar-
ian politicians changed their tactic – instead 
of seeking to influence the public through 
their own blogs, they now sought to influence 
bloggers’.16 Many Bulgarian politicians began 
to woo bloggers and to organize meetings 
with them. Even the newly elected president 
in 2011, Rosen Plevneliev, found time in his 
campaign schedule to meet with prominent 
citizen bloggers. The interest of traditional 
media in the activities of bloggers also grew. 
Bloggers began to be invited much more fre-
quently to comment in the media on various 
issues related to the campaign.17

This growing weight of political activism nev-
ertheless remained quite relative and limited. 

16  Kirova, Marina (2012), Ibid.  
17  Kirova, Marina (2012), Ibid.

Fig. 3: The leader of Bulgaria’s right-wing party Union of Democratic Forces 
Martin Dimitrov in discussion with influential bloggers, October 2011  

Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdDRV9pB9WI 
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It was also limited in terms of the actual char-
acter of the content posted on social media. 
In most cases it was not the ‘original product’ 
of online activists. This was especially evi-
dent on the most popular video sites in Bul-
garia, Vbox7 and YouTube, where ‘most of 
the videos on politics […] were downloaded 
from traditional media. These were also the 
most-viewed videos. The majority contain full 
news and current affairs programs, parts of 
satirical shows, or stories from newscasts’.18 

Much fewer videos were user-generated and 
most of them were made by remixing differ-
ent fragments of content borrowed from the 
traditional media (especially from television). 
Thus, it was less the type and character of the 
produced content than the very participation 
online that often proved to be the more signifi-
cant gesture of political activism on the web.

The Internet as a Democratic Façade

Political party mobilizations during the 2009 
and 2011 election campaigns in Bulgaria show 
that in practice there is no guaranteed direct 
connection between campaign spending (on-
line and offline) and election outcomes.19 This, 
of course, is entirely logical. Otherwise elec-
tions would simply be won by the party that 
spends the most on campaigning and would 
be completely predictable (as is the dream of 
all parties that are capable of mobilizing large 

18  Rone, Julia (2012): ‘Videopolitics: My 
Family and Other Animals’, In: Less Freedom, 
More Conflicts: 2011 Bulgarian Media Monitoring, 
Foundation Media Democracy, Sofia. See http://
www.fmd.bg/?p=6518 (accessed 17 April 2012). 
19  For political parties’ expenditures in the 
2009 election campaign, see Audit Report of the 
National Audit Office, www.bulnao.government.
bg/files/_en/Doklad-izbori-2010-redak-1.doc 
(accessed 17 April 2012). 

financial resources in election campaigns). 
Elections, however, certainly cannot always 
be ‘bought’ in this direct way, as noted above. 
What is more interesting is that the losers 
(those who performed poorly and/or won 
fewer votes than in previous elections) were 
above all parties that relied more on online 
presence and that were, at the same time, 
more inclined to spend more on their tradi-
tional campaigns.
The reasons for this are different: they are re-
lated to the actual policies of the parties and 
to multiple other factors, of which one is es-
pecially important. Contemporary politics is 
strongly mediatized and the actual period of 
electoral mobilization is becoming less and 
less decisive for the outcome of elections (to 
some extent, with the exception of presiden-
tial elections where people tend to vote for in-
dividuals rather than for political parties). It is 
becoming increasingly important how parties 
are represented in the news in the long term.20

Considering the uncertain efficiency both of 
online and offline campaigns, the question 
arises as to how useful they really are. Al-
though they do not directly determine election 
outcomes, they remain necessary of course. 
Conducted in the traditional media, they re-
enact the important political ritual confirming 
the possibilities for free election and change 
of government offered by democracy as one 

20  For the ways in which PR-ized politics 
requires maintaining permanent campaigns, see, 
e.g., Selnow, Gary W., High-Tech Campaigns. 
Computer Technology in Political Campaigns. 
Westport, CT: Praeger, 1994; for an analysis of 
this phenomenon in Bulgarian political and media 
practice, see Spassov, Orlin, ‘Media and Politics: 
The Decline of the Fourth Estate?’, in Lozanov, 
Georgi and Spassov, Orlin (eds.) Media and 
Politics, Foundation Media Democracy and Konrad 
Adenauer Stiftung, Sofia, 2011. 
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of its fundamental values. This, in fact, is the 
central message of classic election campaigns.
Online election campaigns largely follow this 
logic when the web is used in a routine way as 
a traditional channel, as is most often the case 
in Bulgaria. In principle, though, in the new 
communication environment people expect 
something more than to see banners advertis-
ing one political party or another on websites. 
The advantage of online campaigns lies in the 
possibilities for interactive communication 
with the public. This is a fundamental differ-
ence. Instead of confirming the status quo, po-
litical communication on the internet has the 
potential to reframe basic consensuses in dia-
logue with voters. Their opinion can influence 
policy-making much more directly. The very 
fact that there are such possibilities is forcing 
even parties which, for various reasons, are 
not interested in online action, to maintain a 
presence on the internet. Otherwise they risk 
looking insufficiently democratic. That is why 
in Bulgaria online election campaigns are of-
ten façade-like.
Against this background, the relationship be-
tween the internet and politics still remains 
insufficiently developed. The possibilities 
for mobilizing less politicized groups by us-
ing online tools turn out to be comparatively 
limited. There is a danger that political party 
activities on the internet may remain purely 
ostentatious. They are often limited to the tra-
ditional needs of political marketing, instead 
of being used effectively for a productive dia-
logue with voters on key issues on the agenda 
of Bulgarian society. That is why the loudly 
hailed changes in the new communication en-
vironment are not infrequently purely cosmet-
ic. It is not enough for politicians and citizens 
to master the means of communication on the 
web. What is necessary is above all a change 

in politics itself: in synchrony with the social 
and cultural changes in internet use in society. 
This practically means abandoning the often 
pompous and virtually meaningless slogans 
about the benefits of the internet to democracy 
and taking practical daily actions to improve 
political communication with citizens.
Online politics can give a strong impetus to 
the development of the democratic public 
sphere and it can initiate social change. Over 
time, a significant resource for the solution 
of many problems has accumulated on the 
internet. Suffice it to mention the vast possi-
bilities for mutual help of online community 
members thanks to the gradual accumulation 
of digital archives offering advice and discus-
sions on various activities (from child-rearing 
to job search to exchange of information about 
participation in charity works). The very fact 
that networks are becoming the main chan-
nels for interacting in communities is reshap-
ing the social and power geometry of commu-
nication. Today the horizontal and networked 
channels in cyberspace are gradually becom-
ing emancipated from the traditional, verti-
cally structured and monological forms of 
communication in society. However, the dem-
ocratic discourse can also be subverted on the 
internet. In cyberspace there are different radi-
cal groups that attack democratic values and 
norms. The internet is a battleground of these 
different policies – democratic and anti-demo-
cratic. That is why the possibilities of new me-
dia for forming proactive citizens should not 
be taken for granted. Those possibilities need 
to be cultivated and defended in the condi-
tions of political, social, and cultural conflicts 
that are constantly reproduced online. 
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Protests Without Civic Engagement?

The effects of the application of new com-
munication means in the course of political 
and citizen mobilizations are hard to assess 
unambiguously. There are both success sto-
ries and disheartening examples. The social 
uses of the web depend on many factors. In 
some countries, the specific context creates a 
very different perspective in their use. Often 
the resistance forces in cyberspace are simply 
not sufficient to counter the symbolic assertion 
of the status quo done through the traditional 
media and especially through television. That 
is also why the question of whether the inter-
net is truly giving rise to new politics and a 
new type of civil society often remains, for the 
time being, without a clear answer and de-
pends on the specific national context.
This problem is associated with the prevailing 
ways of use of the new media. Networked re-
sistances are merely a drop in the ocean among 
virtually countless other reasons for using the 
internet. This also holds for the densely popu-
lated social websites. In the last few years their 
main denizens in Bulgaria, young people, have 
had very little interest in politics. Pay-free net-
work services are used mainly for fun. How-
ever, protest culture is increasingly weakened 
by its massive integration into mainstream 
culture. Iconic images such as the one of Che 
Guevara, blue-collar aesthetics and rebellious 
styles of behavior, dissent expressed through 
graffiti, and so on – today all this has been re-
fashioned into a trendy lifestyle and is on sale 
in shopping malls, cinemas and bookstores. 
Thus, protest and social activism are no lon-
ger interlinked by default. ‘Dissent’ is simply 
the successive trendy label. It is no coincidence 
that many subcultures no longer conceive of 
their identity through genuine protest. The 
desire to be alternative itself is in danger of be-

coming devoid of meaning because of trendy 
phenomena such as hating but also because 
of its over-exposition in various musical, film 
and literary genres and advertising. Being al-
ternative is becoming a main requirement in 
youth behaviors, wider consumer practices 
and lifestyle. That is why protest and the de-
sire to be alternative today can easily be con-
ceived of without any direct connection to civ-
ic engagement. They can simply be consumed
It is no coincidence that in 2011 and 2012 the 
Occupy Bulgaria initiative, the local version 
of the globally popular Occupy Wall Street 
movement, succeeded in mobilizing only a 
handful of supporters in street protests. The 
wider support was and remains only symbolic 
and ‘confined’ to the internet (in March 2012, 
the Occupy Bulgaria page on Facebook had 
some 11 000 supporters). Whereas the Bulgar-
ian protests against ACTA in 2012 were ulti-
mately motivated to a large extent by the prag-
matic interest in guaranteeing access to free 
content on the internet in the future too, the 
Occupy ideology remains something too for-
eign, too anti-capitalist, too anti-establishment 
and too radically leftist to win wider support. 
Moreover, the attempts to ‘privatize’ the Bul-
garian version of the Occupy movement for 
the needs of specific political interests were 
not late in coming either. As an investigation 
conducted by Elena Kodinova shows, the peo-
ple behind the movement refuse ‘to appear 
with their faces and life-stories’ in public and 
prefer to advertise on their website protests 
of other organizations that have dubious po-
litical goals and reputations, thus redirecting 
Occupy’s popularity and energy in a direction 

that is convenient for them.21

21  See Elena Kodinova’s analysis, ‘Kak se 
pravi prevrat v grazhdanskoto obshestvo’ (‘How 
to Conduct a Coup in Civil Society’), Sega, (26 
March 2012): http://www.segabg.com/article.
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Fig. 4: Occupy BulgariaSource: the Facebook page 
of Occupy Bulgaria22

Fig. 5: Global Demonstration / Millions in the 
streets for true democracy / We are the 99%.Sour-
ce: the Facebook page of Occupy Sofia24

At the end of the day, constant ambiguity is 
the main characteristic of the possibilities of-
fered by the new media. Both resistance and 
conformism are welcome in them, as are both 
social change and neo-Nazism. That is also 
why it is impossible to assess online mobili-
zations only in terms of technological innova-
tions related to the improvement of computer 
networks, to Facebook, Twitter or to develop-
ment of the possibilities of mobile phones.22 
As Manuel Castells warns, without the neces-
sary changes in the relationship between the 
centers of power and engaged citizens, ‘on-
line politics could push the individualization 
of politics, and of society, to a point where 
integration, consensus, and institution build-
ing would become dangerously difficult to 

php?id=594634 (accessed 11 May 2012).
22 Source: http://www.facebook.com/
OccupyBulgaria#!/photo.php?fbid=22657083409053
4&set=a.177869368960681.46681.177869222294029&
type=3&theater (accessed 9 April 2012)

achieve.’23 At the same time, the main asset of 
the new environment – decentralized commu-
nication – offers great opportunities for grow-
ing citizen activism. A whole parallel media 
universe is emerging, where people can oc-
cupy a central position. This possibility must 
also be won socially, though.24
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